Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Workflow nets (WF-nets) have been widely applied to the modelling and analysis of business process management systems \[[@CR1]--[@CR3], [@CR21]--[@CR24], [@CR38]\]. To satisfy more design or analysis requirements, some extensions are proposed such as WFD-nets (workflow nets with data) \[[@CR33], [@CR36]\], WFT-nets (workflow nets with tables) \[[@CR30]\] and PWNs (probabilistic workflow nets) \[[@CR11], [@CR27]\]. All of them use WF-nets to model execution logics of business processes including sequence, choice, loop, concurrence and/or interaction.

Soundness \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\] is an important property required by these systems. Different types of models generally give different notions of soundness \[[@CR30], [@CR33]\], and even for classical WF-nets, there are different notions of soundness \[[@CR3]\]. But most of them require that business processes have neither deadlock nor livelock and every designed action has a potential executed chance. This paper considers this classical notion of soundness.

It has been proven that the soundness problem is decidable and EXPSPACE-hard for general WF-nets \[[@CR2], [@CR21], [@CR34]\]. These results are based on the fact that the problems of reachability[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}, liveness, and deadlock of Petri nets are all EXPSPACE-hard \[[@CR8], [@CR14]\]. Aalst \[[@CR2]\] provided a polynomial-time algorithm to solve the soundness problem for free-choice WF-nets. For safe WF-nets we proved that this problem is PSPACE-complete \[[@CR20]\]; and for safe acyclic WF-nets Tiplea *et al.* proved that this problem is co-NP-complete \[[@CR32]\].

Asymmetric-choice workflow nets (ACWF-nets) \[[@CR37]\] are an important subclass of WF-nets. Not only that, asymmetric-choice nets (AC-nets) \[[@CR4], [@CR10]\] are also an important subclass of Petri nets. AC-nets not only own a stronger modelling power rather than their subclass FC-nets (free-choice nets), but also their special structures play an important role in analysing their properties such as liveness \[[@CR5], [@CR10], [@CR15]\], response property \[[@CR25]\] and system synthesis \[[@CR35]\]. Free-choice structures can hardly model the interactions of multiple processes, while asymmetric-choice structures can usually handle them \[[@CR1], [@CR19], [@CR26]\]. But so far, there are not too much theoretical results of complexity of deciding properties for AC-nets or ACWF-nets, and the existing ones are not too accurate, e.g. Ohta and Tsuji proved that the liveness problem of safe AC-nets is NP-hard \[[@CR28]\], and we proved that the soundness problem of safe ACWF-nets is co-NP-hard \[[@CR18]\].Table 1.Complexity results for some subclasses.Petri net classesReachabilityLivenessWF-net classesSoundnessArbitraryDecidableDecidableArbitraryDecidableEXPSPACE-hardEXPSPACE-hardEXPSPACE-hardSafePSPACE-completePSPACE-completeSafePSPACE-completeSafe A.C.**PSPACE-completePSPACE-complete**Safe A.C.**PSPACE-complete**Safe F.C.PSPACE-completePolynomial-timeSafe F.C.Polynomial-timeSafe acyclicNP-completeConstant-timeSafe acyclicco-NP-completeA.C.: asymmetric-choice; F.C.: free-choice

**Contributions.** This paper sharpens these results by proving that the soundness problem of safe ACWF-nets and the liveness problem of safe AC-nets are both PSPACE-complete. We can construct a safe ACWF-net for any linear bounded automaton (LBA) with an input string by the following idea: if an LBA with an input string accepts the string, the constructed safe ACWF-net is not sound; if it does not accept the string, the constructed safe ACWF-net is sound. In addition, based on the PSPACE-completeness of the soundness problem of safe ACWF-nets and the equivalence between the soundness problem and the liveness and boundedness problem in WF-nets \[[@CR2]\], we can infer that the liveness problem of safe AC-nets is PSPACE-complete. We also show that the reachability problem of safe AC-nets is PSPACE-complete.

The complexity results of reachability, liveness and soundness for some subclasses of Petri nets are summarised in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} in which the results in bold type are obtained in this paper and others can be found in \[[@CR2], [@CR10], [@CR20], [@CR32]\].

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} reviews Petri nets, WF-nets and and the LBA acceptance problem. Section [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} introduces our results. Section [4](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"} concludes this paper briefly.

Preliminary {#Sec2}
===========

In this section, we review some notions of Petri nets, WF-nets and the LBA acceptance problem. For more details, one can refer to \[[@CR3], [@CR13], [@CR29]\].

Petri Nets {#Sec3}
----------
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### Definition 3 {#FPar3}
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LBA Acceptance Problem {#Sec5}
----------------------

An LBA is a Turing machine that has a finite tape containing initially an input string with a pair of bound symbols on either side.

### Definition 4 {#FPar4}
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**LBA Acceptance Problem:** Given an LBA with an input string, does it accept the string?

This problem is PSPACE-complete even for deterministic LBA \[[@CR13]\].

PSPACE-completeness of the Soundness Problem of Safe ACWF-nets {#Sec6}
==============================================================

First, we construct in polynomial time a safe ACWF-net for an LBA with an input string. Then, we prove that an LBA with an input string does not accept the string if and only if the constructed safe ACWF-net is sound. These results consequently indicate that the soundness problem of safe ACWF-nets is PSPACE-hard. Finally, an existing PSPACE algorithm that can decide the soundness problem for any safe WF-net means that this problem is PSPACE-complete. In order to construct a safe ACWF-net, we first construct a safe FC-net that can *weakly simulate* the computations of a given LAB with an input string.

Construct a Safe FC-net to Weakly Simulate the Computations of an LBA with an Input String {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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If a symbol or a state is associated with multiple LBA transitions (as their input), then a related symbol place or state place is associated with multiple allocation transitions. In other words, an allocation transition is to, in a free-choice form, allocate a state (if the related state place is marked) or a symbol (if the related symbol place is marked) to one of its images. For example, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the constructions for the following three LBA transitions: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The reasons we call it *weakly simulating* are that:the following statement holds: an LBA with an input string accepts the string if and only if a marking in which place $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Anyway, we can still utilise such a model to construct a safe ACWF-net satisfying the following requirements:if an LBA with an input string accepts the string, i.e., there is a reachable marking in the constructed safe ACWF-net that marks $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Simply speaking, an LBA with an input string does not accept the string if and only the constructed safe ACWF-net is sound. Our idea is to design a controller based on the above construction that makes the final net a safe ACWF-net and it satisfies the above requirements. As mentioned above, there is only one token in all state places and their images in the whole weakly-simulating process; for convenience, we call the token in state places or their images the *state token*.

Construct a Safe ACWF-net Based on the Constructed FC-net {#Sec8}
---------------------------------------------------------

In order to easily understand and clearly illustrate our control, we split it into three steps to introduce. The first step has two main purposes: 1) when the LBA accepts its input string, a deadlock is reachable; and 2) when the LBA does not accept the input string, the state token can freely move in state places and their images. The main purpose of the second control step is that all symbols can be deleted from the tape when the LBA does not accept its input string. After all symbols are deleted from the tape, our control either makes the net system enter the final marking $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### The Control of Moving the State Token Freely or Entering a Deadlock {#Sec9}
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### The Control of Deleting Symbols from the Tape {#Sec10}

These recycling and re-allocation transitions guarantee that the state token can freely move in state places and their images when the LBA does not accept its input string, but their final purpose is to delete symbols from tape cells via the free movement of the state token matching that token in each tape cell. Therefore, for each net transition that corresponds to an LBA transition and does not output a token into $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_6$$\end{document}$ whose preset is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$\{c_0, c_1, \cdots , c_l, c_{l+1}\}$$\end{document}$ can be fired.

### The Control of Reconfiguring an Arbitrary Input String or Entering the Final Marking {#Sec11}

As shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, after firing transition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_9$$\end{document}$. Finally, only the sink place *o* is put one token into.Fig. 5.Illustration of reconfiguring an arbitrary input string and entering the final marking.

Note that in the net constructed above, some symbol places possibly have no input transition and thus some constructed transitions as the outputs of these symbol places have no chance to be fired. Therefore, we construct a transition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{c_0^\prime , c_1^\prime ,\cdots ,c_l^\prime , c_{l+1}^\prime \}$$\end{document}$, as shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, to reconfigure an arbitrary input string, i.e.,$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_{10}^{\bullet }=\{c_0^\prime , c_1^\prime ,\cdots ,c_l^\prime , c_{l+1}^\prime \}$$\end{document}$

And for each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$k\in \{1,\cdots ,l\}$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$j\in \{1,\cdots ,n\}$$\end{document}$, we construct a *reconfiguration transition* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon _{A_{k,a_j}}$$\end{document}$ such that$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon _{A_{k,a_j}}=\{c_k^\prime \}$$\end{document}$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon _{A_{k,a_j}}^{\bullet }=\{A_{k,a_j}\}$$\end{document}$

Specially, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$c_0^\prime $$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$c_{l+1}^\prime $$\end{document}$ we construct reconfiguration transitions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon _{A_{0,\#}}$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon _{A_{l+1,\$}}$$\end{document}$ such that$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$^\bullet $$\end{document}$ $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon _{A_{0,\#}}=\{c_0^\prime \}$$\end{document}$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon _{A_{0,\#}}^\bullet =\{A_{0,\#}\}$$\end{document}$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^\bullet $$\end{document}$ $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon _{A_{l+1,\$}}=\{c_{l+1}^\prime \}$$\end{document}$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon _{A_{l+1,\$}}^\bullet =\{A_{l+1,\$}\}$$\end{document}$

Because those reconfiguration transitions associated with the same tape cell are in a free-choice relation, we can obtain an arbitrary input string. This can ensure that every transition has an enabled chance. Additionally, these symbols can still be deleted again from the tape according to the second control step.

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the re-configuration clearly where re-configuration transitions are denoted as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_{10}$$\end{document}$ has two functions: 1) it makes the net is a WF-net since for each node in the net there is a directed path from the source place *i* to the sink place *o* containing that node; and 2) it guarantees that each transition[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} has a potential chance to be fired (whether the LBA accepts the original input string or not).

Now, we finish our construction. From the above construction, we easily see that the constructed net is an ACWF-net and it is safe for the initial marking $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{i\}$$\end{document}$.

### An Example {#Sec12}

We utilise a simple example to illustrate our constructions and the example comes from literature \[[@CR20]\]. The LBA $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varOmega _0 = (Q,\varGamma , \varSigma ,\varDelta , \#,\$)$$\end{document}$ can produce the language$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{a^{i_1}b^{i_1}a^{i_2}b^{i_2}\cdots a^{i_m}b^{i_k} | i_1,i_2,\cdots ,i_k,k\in \mathbb {N}\}$$\end{document}$$where$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q=\{q_1, q_2, q_3, q_4, q_5\}$$\end{document}$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varGamma =\{a,~b,~X\}$$\end{document}$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q_5$$\end{document}$ is the acceptance state. Obviously, this LBA accepts the empty string. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the constructed net corresponding to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varOmega _0$$\end{document}$ with the empty input string.

From Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} we can see that after firing transition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$B_{0,q_1}$$\end{document}$ are allocated to the input places of transition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B_{1,q_2}$$\end{document}$ to the input places of transition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\langle 1,\delta _1\rangle $$\end{document}$, then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_3$$\end{document}$ are both enabled; if the latter is chosen to fire, then a **deadlock** occurs; if the former is chosen to fire, then from any succeeding marking, marking $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{o\}$$\end{document}$ is always reachable.Fig. 6.Safe ACWF-net corresponding to the LBA $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varOmega _0$$\end{document}$ with the empty input string.

After firing transition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\langle 1,\delta _1\rangle $$\end{document}$ can be fired if the token in symbol place $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A_{0\#}$$\end{document}$ is allocated to its image as an input place of transition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B_{0,q_1}$$\end{document}$ is allocated to its image as an input place of transition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{o\}$$\end{document}$ is always reachable.

In a word, this safe ACWF-net is not sound.

PSPACE-completeness {#Sec13}
-------------------

Our construction contains at most$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\vert \varDelta \vert $$\end{document}$ LBA transitions. For an LBA with an input string, therefore, we can construct a safe ACWF-net in polynomial time. From the above introduction, we can know that an LBA with an input string does not accept the string if and only if the constructed safe ACWF-net is sound. Therefore, we have the following conclusion:

### Lemma 1 {#FPar5}

The soundness problem of safe ACWF-net is PSPACE-hard.

In order to prove the PSPACE-completeness, we should provide a PSPACE algorithm to decide soundness for safe ACWF-nets. In fact, we have provided such an algorithm when we proved that the soundness problem is PSPACE-complete for bounded WF-nets in \[[@CR20]\]. It mainly utilised the PSPACE algorithm of deciding the reachability problem for bounded Petri nets provided in \[[@CR8]\], and it is omitted here.

### Theorem 1 {#FPar6}

The soundness problem of safe ACWF-net is PSPACE-complete.

Obviously, this conclusion can be extended to the soundness problem of bounded ACWF-nets since the PSPACE algorithm in \[[@CR20]\] is applicable to any bounded WF-net.

### Corollary 1 {#FPar7}

The soundness problem of bounded ACWF-net is PSPACE-complete.

Since the definition of soundness is a special case of the definition of weak soundness, we have the following conclusion:

### Corollary 2 {#FPar8}

The weak soundness problem of bounded/safe ACWF-net is PSPACE-complete.

Aalst \[[@CR2]\] proved that the soundness of a WF-net is equivalent to the liveness and boundedness of its short-circuit.

### Proposition 1 {#FPar9}
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If we consider the short-circuit of our constructed ACWF-net for an LBA with an input string, we easily know that 1) this short-circuit is still asymmetric-choice and it is still safe at the initial marking $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{i\}$$\end{document}$ if and only if the LBA does not accept the input string. Therefore, based on Proposition [1](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"} or our construction, we can draw the following conclusion:

### Lemma 2 {#FPar10}

The liveness problem of safe AC-net is PSPACE-hard.

Cheng, Esparza and Palsberg \[[@CR8]\] introduced a PSPACE algorithm[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"} to decide liveness of safe Petri nets, which is also applicable to safe AC-nets. Therefore, we have the following conclusion:

### Theorem 2 {#FPar11}

The liveness problem of safe AC-net is PSPACE-complete.

Ohta and Tsuji \[[@CR28]\] proved that the liveness problem of bounded AC-nets is NP-hard. Obviously, we sharpen their result.

We can know that the reachability problem for safe AC-nets is PSPACE-complete, which is based on the following facts: 1) the reachability problems for safe Petri nets and safe FC-nets are both PSPACE-complete \[[@CR10]\], 2) safe AC-nets are a subclass of safe Petri nets, and 3) safe FC-nets are a subclass of safe AC-nets.

### Theorem 3 {#FPar12}

The reachability problem of safe AC-net is PSPACE-complete.

Conclusion {#Sec14}
==========

In this paper, we first construct a safe FC-net to weakly simulate the computations of an LBA with an input string, and then add some controls into the FC-net so that the final net is a safe ACWF-net and the safe ACWF-net is sound if and only if the LBA does not accept the input string. We therefore prove that the soundness problem of safe ACWF-nets is PSPACE-hard, and this lower bound strengthens an existing result, i.e., NP-hardness provided in \[[@CR18]\]. We have known that this problem is in PSPACE \[[@CR20]\], and thus we obtain an accurate bound for this problem: PSPACE-complete. At the same time, we infer that the liveness problem of safe AC-nets is also PSPACE-complete. These results also provide a support to a rule of thumb proposed by Esparza in \[[@CR12]\]: "All interesting questions about the behaviour of safe Petri nets are PSPACE-hard".

From Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} we can see that there is a large gap between safe FC-nets and safe AC-nets (resp. safe FCWF-nets and safe ACWF-nets) about their liveness (resp. soundness) problem's complexities: from polynomial-time to PSPACE-complete. These results also evidence that the computation power of AC-nets is much stronger than that of FC-nets. Although literatures \[[@CR6], [@CR7], [@CR10], [@CR31]\] provide many theorems that hold for FC-nets but fail for AC-nets, we still plan to explore some subclasses of AC-nets and ACWF-nets in future, motivated by the large gap and focusing on the following questions: whether there is a subclass such that it is larger than safe FC-net (resp. safe FCWF-net) and smaller than safe AC-net (resp. safe ACWF-net), but its liveness (resp. soundness) problem is below PSPACE (e.g. NP-complete[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"})?if there exists such a subclass, whether there is a good structure-based condition, just like that for FC-nets \[[@CR6], [@CR7], [@CR10], [@CR31]\], to decide their liveness and soundness?

The newest research shows that the reachability problem of general Petri nets is not elementary: a TOWER lower bound was found and proven by Czerwiński *et al.* \[[@CR9]\], and an ACKERMANN upper bound was found and proven by Leroux and Schmitz \[[@CR17]\].
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It is based on the proof technique of the liveness problem of 1-conservative nets provided by Jones *et al.* in \[[@CR16]\].
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